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The neutrino-producing reactions that are believed to occur in the interior of the sun are reviewed and 
the predicted neutrino fluxes from these reactions are presented. The relevant absorption cross sections for 
neutrino-induced transitions from the ground state of Cl37 to various states in Ar37 are then calculated. The 
nuclear model adopted in these calculations is also used to predict the decay rates and branching ratios 
for a number of nuclei with 1d312" configurations; comparisons with experiment are made wherever possible 
and additional tests are suggested. A method for extracting Gamow-Teller matrix elements from mixed 
transitions between members of the same isotopic multiplet is then illustrated. The theory of bound-state 
neutrino capture is also outlined and applied to the proposed solar neutrino experiment. In an Appendix, 
some neutrino cross sections that are useful in interpreting the reactor experiment of Davis are presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T HE theory of nuclear energy generation in the sun 
can be tested directly1•2 by observing the terres

trial rate of the reaction CP7 (vso!ar, e)Ar37• In this 
paper, we present some of the theoretical considerations 
that underlie the proposed2 solar neutrino experiment 
and suggest a number of laboratory experiments that 
could reduce the uncertainties in the interpretation of 
Davis's solar neutrino experiment. 

In Sec. II, the neutrino-producing reactions that are 
believed to occur in the interior of the sun are reviewed; 
the predicted fluxes from these reactions are given in 
Sec. III. The relevant absorption cross sections for 
transitions between the ground states of Cl37 and Ar37 

are presented in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, the theory of bound
state neutrino capture is outlined and applied to the 
proposed solar neutrino experiment. In Sec. VI, the 
cross sections for neutrino-induced transitions from the 
ground state of Cl37 to various excited states in Ar37 

are calculated. The nuclear model adopted in Sec. VI 
is then used to predict, in Sec. VII, the decay rates and 
branching ratios for a number of other nuclei with 
1d312n configurations; comparisons with experiment are 
made wherever possible and additional tests are sug
gested. The total predicted number of solar neutrino 
captures per terrestrial Cl37 atom per sec is given in 
Sec. VIII. In an Appendix, some cross sections that are 
useful in interpreting the reactor experiment of Davis3 

are presented. 

II. NEUTRINO-PRODUCING REACTIONS 

The following reactions that are believed to occur in 
. the interior of the sun produce neutrinos with con
tinuous energy spectra4 •5 : 

*Supported in part by the U. S. Office of Naval Research and 
in part by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

1 J. N. Bahcall, Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 300 (1964). 
2 R. Davis, Jr., Phys. Rev. Letters 12, 302 (1964). 
3 R. Davis, Jr., Phys. Rev. 97, 766 (1955); in Proceedings of the 

First UNESCO International Conference, Paris, 1957 (Pergamon 
Press, London, 1958), Vol. 1. 

4 W. A. Fowler, Mem. Soc. Roy. Sci. Liege 3, 207 (1960). 

(0.420 MeV), (1) 

B8 ~ Be8*+e++v (14.06 MeV), (2) 

Nl3 ~C13+e++v (1.20MeV), (3) 

016 ~Nl5+e++v (1.74MeV). (4) 

The numbers given in parenthesis are, except for reac
tion (2), the maximum neutrino energies for the re
spective reactions. The state in Be8 that is populated 
by the beta decay of B8 is approximately 2 MeV wide; 
hence, the number given in parenthesis beside reaction 
(2) is the maximum neutrino energy corresponding to 
B8 beta decay to the peak of the first 2+ resonance in 
Be8• If Li4 were only slightly heavier than He3 and a 
proton, the following decay would also be important: 

However, arguments based upon the preliminary experi
ment of Davis2 and the cross sections presented in Sees. 
V and VI have already been used to show1·• that Li4 is 
heavier than He3 plus a proton by more than 20 keV 
and that Li4 does not play a significant role in the 
hydrogen-burning reactions in the sun. 

The following reactions produce neutrinos with dis
crete energies, except for a small thermal broadening 
due to the spread in intitial electron energies and, in the 
case of B8, a 2 MeV spread due to the width of the 
particle-unstable final state of Be8 : 

H1+H1+e~H2+v (1.44 MeV), (6) 

He3+e~H3+v ( -O.o18 MeV), (7) 

Be7+e~LF+v (0.861 MeV, 90%; 
0.383 MeV, 10%), (8) 

B8+e~Be8+v (15.08 MeV), (9) 

Nia+e-~ Cla+v (2.22 MeV), (10) 

o1s+r---" NI"+ v (2.76 MeV). (11) 

• P. D. Parker, J. N. Bahcall, and W. A. Fowler, Astrophys. J. ties in the nuclear parameters for the most important neutrino-
139, 602 (1964). This article contains a discussion of the uncertain- producing reactions. 
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TABLE I. Neutrino fluxes from reactions (1)-(4) and (8).• 

Reaction 

1 
2 
3 
4 
8 

Neutrino flux at earth 
(Nos. cm-2 sec-1) 

(5.3±0.6) X 10+1o 
(2.5±1 )X10+7 
(1 ±0.5)X10-H1 
(1 ±0.5) X 10+9 
(1.2±0.5) X 10+1° 

• Adapted from the work of Sears, Ref. 7. 

III. NEUTRINO FLUXES 

A. Reactions (1)-(4) and (8) 

The neutrino fluxes from the sun due to reactions 
(1)-(4) and (8) have been calculated by Sears and 
others6-8 using detailed models of the sun. Sears7 has 
also investigated the uncertainties in the predicted 
fluxes due to uncertainties in nuclear cross sections, as 
well as solar composition, opacity, and age. The esti
mated neutrino fluxes, derived from the work of Sears, 
from reactions (1)-(4) and (8) are given in Table I. 
The choice of "best" values for the fluxes presented in 
Table I is somewhat arbitrary since the predicted fluxes 
depend upon nuclear and solar parameters that are 
imperfectly known. The reader is referred to the 
original work7 for a clear discussion of the sources of 
uncertainties. 

Note in Table I that the neutrinos from reaction (1) 
(p-p neutrinos) are the most numerous and the neu
trinos from reaction (2) (B8 neutrinos) are the least 
numerous. 

B. H 1+H1+e- --t fl2+v 

The relative probability of reactions (6) and (1) is 
approximately equal to8 •9 the final-state phase space 
for reaction (6) divided by the final-state phase space 
for reaction (1). The phase-space factor for reaction 
(6) has been calculated by Bahcall,10 and the phase
space factor for reaction (1) has been calculated by 
Salpeter.U Inserting the parameters of the basic model 
of Sears7 in the above-cited phase-space factors, we 
find that reaction (6) is responsible for only 0.3% of 
the proton-proton reactions at the center of the sun. 
The solar average (computed by a hand integration 
with the basic model of Sears7) of the relative prob
ability for reactions (6) and (1) is about 0.002. Thus, the 
neutrino flux at the earth's surface from reaction (6) 
is approximately 1 X 1Q+s neutrinos per cm2 per sec. It 

a J. N. Bahcall, W. A. Fowler, I. Iben, Jr., and R. L. Sears, 
Astrophys. J. 137, 344 (1963). See also R. L. Sears, Mem. Soc. 
Roy. Sci. Liege 3, 479 (1960). 

7 R. L. Sears, Astrophys. J. (to be published). 
s See also the article by H. Reeves and P. Pochoda (to be 

published) for similar predictions based upon a somewhat different 
model for the sun. 

9 E. Schatzman, White Dwarfs (North-Holland Publishing Com
pany, Amsterdam, 1958). 

10 J. N. Bahcall, Phys. Rev. 126, 1143 (1962). 
11 E. E. Salpeter, Phys. Rev. 88, 547 (1952). 

is shown in Sec. IV that this neutrino flux, when com
bined with the appropriate neutrino absorption cross 
section, is too small to be of importance in Davis's 
proposed experiment. 

C. He3+e- --t H 3+v 

Pochoda and Reeves8 have pointed out that endoergic 
reaction (7) gives rise to both neutrinos and anti
neutrinos. The relevant sequence of decays is 

and 
(7) 

(7') 

Bahcall and Wolf12 have recently calculated the relative 
probability for the He3(e-,v)H3 and the He3(Hea,2p)He4 
reactions. They find, for typical solar conditions, that 
reaction (7) occurs only about two times for every 10+5 
proton-proton completions. Moreover, the H3(p;y)He4 

reaction occurs about 10+9 times faster in the sun's 
interior than the beta decay of tritium, reaction (7'). 
Hence, the flux of low-energy neutrinos and antineu
trinos from reactions (7) and (7') is much too small to 
be detectable with present experimental techniques. 

D. Electron Capture by B8, N13, and 01• 

The positron emitters (B8, N13, and 0 15) whose neu
trino fluxes were calculated by Sears7 can also decay 
in stellar interiors by capturing a continuum electron. 8 

The ratio of the continuum electron-capture probability 
to the positron emission probability is10•13 

TfdTe.c.=K/J(-Z, Wo), (12) 

where T~+ is the terrestrial positron decay lifetime, 
Te.c. is the stellar electron capture lifetime, K the 
stellar phase-space factor, f the phase-space function 
used to analyze allowed terrestrial decays, and W o is the 
maximum positron energy. The stellar phase-space 
factor for typical solar conditions is14 

K"'4.79Z(1+XH)T6- 1 i2pq2 (2pR/ft)+2<'Yrr-1l. (13) 

In Eq. (13), Z is the charge of the initial nucleus; 
2(')' 0-1)"'- (aZ)2 ; XH is the hydrogen mass fraction; 
T 6 is the temperature in units of 10+6 °K; p is the 
density in g-cm-3 ; q is the energy in m.c2 units (0.511 
MeV) of the neutrino emitted in the electron-capture 
process; p is the average momentum of the captured 
electron; R is the nuclear radius; a is the firie structure 
constant; and fi is Planck's constant divided by 2'11'. 
The last factor in Eq. (13) represents a small correction 
due to finite nuclear size. The function f(- Z, W 0) is 
defined in standard nuclear physics texts.15 •16 

12 J. N. Bahcall and R. A. Wolf, Astrophys. J. 139, 622 (1964). 
13 J. N. Bahcall, Astrophys. J. 139, 318 (1964). 
14 J. N. Bahcall, Phys. Rev. 128, 1297 (1962). 
15 E. J. Konopinski, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci. 9, 99 (1959). 
16 M. A. Preston, Physics of the Nucleus (Addison-Wesley 

Publishing Company, Inc., Reading, Massachusetts, 1962). 
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TABLE II. Electron capture versus positron emission. 

Neutrino 
emitter K f (T(j+/re.o.)center of 0 

BS 1.1X lo-1 5.7xto+s 1.9Xl0-7 

NI3 3.3Xl0-3 7.7 4.3Xlo-4 

015 5.9Xl0-3 36 1.6X1Q-4 

Note that the neutrinos emitted in the electron 
capture processes (9)-(11) have 2m.c2 (1.022 MeV) 
more energy than the neutrinos emitted in the corre
sponding positron decay processes (2)-(4). 

In Table II, we present values forK, j, and ( r~+/ Te.c.) 
for processes (9)-(11). The values of j were obtained 
by direct numerical integration of the defining equa
tion15•16 and include finite nuclear size and relativistic 
corrections. In obtaining Table II, we have used the 
temperature and density at the center of the sun given 
by the basic model of Sears. 7 The solar average of 
(r~+/r •. c.) is approximately equal to j the central value 
listed in Table II. 

The neutrino flux for any of the electron-capture 
processes (9)-(11) is given by the following equation: 

cp.(e.c.) = ( T~+j Te.c.)averageiP•((3+) , 
(14) 

where <p.(fJ+) is the appropriate positron-emission neu
trino flux listed in Table I. It is shown in Sec. IV that 
the neutrino fluxes from processes (9)-(11), when 
combined with the appropriate absorption cross sec
tions, are too small to be important in Davis's proposed 
neutrino experiment. 

IV. ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS FOR 
GROUND-STATE TRANSITIONS 

In this section, we give the cross section for the 
reaction 

v+(Z,A)~e-+(Z+1,A), (15) 

and apply this general result to the calculation of ab
sorption cross sections for transitions from'the ground 
state of CP7 to the ground state of Ar37 induced by 
solar neutrinos from processes (1)-(11). We assume in 
this section that the electrons produced by the reaction 

(16) 

are all created in continuum states. In Sec. V, the theory 
of bound-state neutrino absorption is briefly described 
and the results are applied to the calculation of cross 
sections for reaction (16). 

A. General Formulas 

The theory of nuclear beta decay16•16 can be used to 
calculate the cross section for reaction (15). We find 

CTc=G.2~p.W .F(Z,W .)/1rc3ft4 , (17) 

where G. is the beta-decay coupling constant; ~ is the 
usuaP0•15 allowed combination of nuclear matrix ele
ments; p. and w. are the momentum and energy, re
spectively, of the electron that is produced; and 
F(Z,W.) is the familiar Fermi function16 which takes 
account of Coulomb and nuclear size corrections. Equa
tion (17) reduces to the standard17 absorption cross 
section for antineutrinos incident on protons if F is set 
equal to unity and ~ is set equal to its single-particle 
value. 

We are primarily interested in cross sections for 
reaction (16). Since Ar37 decays on earth by electron 
capture, the product G.2~ that occurs in Eq. (17) can 
be eliminated, for transitions between ground states, 
in favor of the experimentally measured Ar37 electron 
capture lifetime and L/ K capture ratio. We obtain 

where 

and 
G(Z,w.)=(cp.F(Z,W.)/2?raZW.). 

(18a) 

(18b) 

(18c) 

(18d) 

In Eq. (18b), q1. is the energy of the neutrino produced 
in the K-capture process; ( Tlf2)e.c. is the laboratory 
electron capture half-life; L/ K is the electron capture 
ratio; and 1/11s (0) is the wave function at the nuclear 
surface of a K electron in the final atom (Ar37). 

Equations (18) can be used to calculate the absorp
tion cross sections for the monoenergetic neutrinos that 
are produced by processes (6)-(11). However, the 
positron decay processes (1)-(5) produce neutrinos 
with a continuous spectrum of energies. Hence, for the 
positron decays (1)-(5), the appropriate cross section is 

CTc=CT{1w.maxdw.w.2G(Z,w.)"A(q.)) I 1q.ma~q."A(q.), 
(19) 

where "A(q.) is the known15·16 neutrino spectrum of the 
appropriate positron emitter. The neutrino and electron 
energies in Eq. (19) are related by the conservation of 
energy, i.e., 

q.= (W.- Wo)/m.c2, 

where W o is the difference between initial and final 
nuclear masses. 

The final state of Be8 that is predominantly populated 
by B8 beta decay is a broad state; hence the cross sec
tions given by Eq. (19) must, for B8 decays, be averaged 
over the profile of the final nuclear state. This particular 
averaging process changes the predicted neutrino ab
sorption cross section by only a small amount and is 
not included in this section; numerical results for this 
effect are summarized in Sec. VI E. 

17 F. Reines, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci. 10, 1 (1960). 
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TABLE III. Absorption cross sections for ground-state transitions.• 

Neutrino emitting 
isotope (a/rro)line (u /uo)continuUm 

H1 9.0 0 
Li4 2X10+• 7.2X 10+2 
Be7 1.5 
B" 1.6X10+s 4.0X10+2 
N1• 2.6xl0+1 1.1 
Q15 4.4X10+t 4.1 

• The quantity uo =1.91 xw-•• em'. 

B. Numerical Results for Cl37 

The value of uo for reaction (16) can be computed 
accurately by inserting the following data in Eq. (18b)18 : 
q18=814 keV, (rt/2)e.c.=35.0 days, L/K=0.100, and 
h!tt.(0)12= 1.189X 1o+28 cm-3. We find 

uo= 1.91X 1Q-46 cm2. (20) 

The cross sections for neutrino-induced transitions 
between the ground states of CP7 and Ar37 are given in 
Table III; the cross sections presented correspond to 
the solar emission processes (1)-(11) [except for process 
(7)]. The cross section for inducing reaction (16) with 
solar neutrinos from the He3(e-,v)H3 decay is essentially 
zero because the average of neutrinos from reaction (7) 
is much less than the threshold energy (814 keV) for 
reaction (16). The cross section for inducing reaction 
(16) with continuum neutrinos from the proton-proton 
reaction [Eq. (1)] is also essentially zero, since the 
endpoint energy of the proton-proton reaction (0.42 
MeV) is less than the threshold energy (0.81 MeV) for 
the Cl37- Ar37 transition. 

Exchange and overlap corrections19 are negligible for 
the cross sections we have calculated. A 5-keV change 
in the assumed threshold energy for reaction (16), or 
in the maximum incident neutrino energy, changes the 
calculated N 13 continuum cross section by at most 4%; 
all other continuum cross sections in Table III are 
altered by less than 4% if the threshold energy or maxi
mum neutrino energy is changed by 5 keV. 

Multiplying the fluxes given in Sec. III by the 
appropriate cross sections given in Table III, we see 
that the only solar neutrinos that are important for Davis's 
experiment are produced by reactions (2) and (8), i.e., B8 

and Be7 neutrinos.20 

18 The end-point energy is taken from P. M. Endt and C. Van 
der Leun, Nucl. Phys. 34, 1 (1962), the half-life from measure
ments performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory [R. Davis, 
Jr. (private communication)], the L/K ratio from the summary 
of R. B. Moler and R. W. Fink, Phys. Rev. 131, 821 (1963), and 
the value of the K electron's wave function at the nucleus from 
R. E. Watson and A. J. Freeman, ibid. 123, 521 (1961). 

t9 J. N. Bahcall, Phys. Rev. 129, 2683 (1963). 
20 The possible importance of B8 solar neutrinos was first pointed 

out by W. A. Fowler, Astrophys. J. 127, 551 (1958) and A. G. W. 
Cameron, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci. 8, 299 (1958). The importance of 
Be7 neutrinos was pointed out by R. Davis, Jr. in a private com
munication to the author (1963). See also Ref. 6. 

V. NEUTRINO ABSORPTION WITH BOUND 
ELECTRONS PRODUCED 

The results presented in Sec. IV were derived assum
ing that all electrons produced by reaction (15) are 
created in continuum orbits; a similar assumption is 
also made in all other discussions of neutrino absorption 
cross sections with which the author is acquainted. 
However, a certain fraction of the electrons that are 
produced will be created in bound atomic orbits, re
sulting in an electrically neutral final atom.21 The 
absorption of a neutrino accompanied by the creation 
of a bound atomic electron and the transformation of a 
neutron into a proton is the inverse process correspond
ing to the familiar electron capture process. The theory 
for this inverse process, which we shall call "bound
state neutrino absorption," is analogous to the theory 
of bound-state beta decay.22,2a 

The cross section for allowed bound-state neutrino 
absorption can easily be derived. We find for the 
effective capture cross section into a single bound 
atomic orbit b 

ub=rG.2~I¢-b(O) I2P(qb)/hc. (21a) 

In Eq. (21a), qb is the energy of the incident neutrinos 
that are absorbed, i.e., 

(21b) 

where 11E(b) is the difference between initial and final 
atomic binding energies. The quantity P(qb) is defined 
by 

J rp(q)o(Ei- Et)dq j J rp(q)dq, (21c) 

where rp(q) is the incident neutrino flux. For positron 
decays, 

P.+W.+(qb)2 
P(qb)=-----

(m4c")f( -z, wmax) 
(21d) 

A simple approximate formula for the bound-state 
absorption cross section is 

(22) 

where nb is the principal quantum number for state b. 
We have calculated, using Eqs. (21d) and (22), the 
bound-state absorption cross sections for neutrinos from 
processes (2)-(4) incident on Cl37 ; we find that ub is 
always small compared to the corresponding continuum 
absorption cross section, u c· The largest value of (ub/ u .) 
for processes (2)-(4) is the value of 0.04 that obtains 

21 This process was suggested to the author by D. S. Hammer. 
The mathematical justification for neglecting the small widths of 
the various states inv?lved i~ the same as for the analogous 
problem of the absorptwn of h~h~. See, for example, W. Heitler, 
The Quantum Theory of Rad~ation (Oxford University Press 
London, 1957), pp. 163-170. ' 

22 R. Daudel, M. Jean, and M. Lecoin, J. Phys. Radium 8 238 
(1947). ' 

2a J. N. Bahcall, Phys. Rev. 124, 495 (1961). 
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FIG. 1. Levels of interest in the A 
equals 37 system. Quantities that are 
predicted, but not yet measured, are 
shown in parenthesis. Energies are 
in MeV. 
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for N13. Hence, bound-state neutrino absorption is not 
important in Davis's solar neutrino experiment. 

Notice, however, that bound-state absorption is a 
resonance process and ub can become large if P(qb) is 
large. Thus, it would be interesting to try to devise an 
experiment that could exploit the resonance character 
of bound-state absorption. 

VI. TRANSITIONS TO EXCITED STATES 

In this section; we investigate transitions from the 
ground state of CP to various excited states of Ar37. 
These transitions, induced primarily by neutrinos from 
ns decay, play a dominant role in Davis's experiment.24 

A. The States and Their Quantum Numbers 

The ground state of 11Cb037 has the quantum numbers 
(spin, parity, isotopic spin): J = !+, T=! and a shell
model configuration (in proton holes) that is 1da;23. 
There are five states in 1SAr1937 that can be formed from 
the 1d3122 proton holes and 1d312 neutron hole; the spins 
of the five states are,!,! (two states),!, and~. all with 
positive parity. In the ensuing discussion, we ignore 
all states in Ar37 that are not primarily composed of 
three 1d3;2 holes, since states that are not primarily 
composed of three 1da;2 particles will only give rise to 
small matrix elements for transitions from the ground 
state of Cl37. The transition from the!+ ground state of 
Cl37 to the ~+excited state of Ar37 is forbidden and hence 
the ~+ state is also ignored in the following discussion. 

The ground state of 18Ar1937 presumably has the 
quantum numbers J=!+, T=t. By analogy with Cl36, 

24 I am grateful to B. F. Mottelson for a comment that sparked 
the investigation of excited-state transitions. 

t1 •35.0days 
i 

the two excited states26 in Ar37 at 1.4 and 1.6 MeV can 
very likely be identified with the expected J = !+, 
T=! and J=!+, T=! states. The J=!+, T=! state 
of Ar37 that is the analog of the ground state of Cl37 
should have an excitation energy of 5.15 MeV; this pre
diction is obtained by using the approach described by 
de Shalit and Tahni,26 which includes shell and pairing 
effects. 

The relevant levels in Ar37 and CJ37 are shown in 
Fig. 1, along with some related levels in K37 and Ca37 
that will be discussed in Sec. VII. Levels that have not 
yet been identified experimentally are marked by ad
jacent question marks. Energy, spin, and isotopic spin 
values that are predicted, but not yet measured, are 
shown in parenthesis. -

Note that the B8 neutrinos from reaction (2) are the 
only solar neutrinos, according to the discussion of Sees. 
II and III, that have enough energy and flux to significantly 
populate excited states of Ar37• 

B. General Formulas 

The absorption cross section for neutrinos to induce 
an allowed transition between an initial nuclear state 
I and a final nuclear state I' can be shown to be 

where w. and G(Z,w.) are defined by Eqs. (18c) and 
(18d), respectively. The quantity (j-r1;2)r:r' equals the 
experimental ft value for an observed transition and in 

25 P. M. Endt and C. Van der Leun, Ref. 18. 
•• A. de Shalit and I. Talmi, Nuclear Shell Theory (Academic 

Press Inc., New York, 1963), Chap. 30. 
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TABLE IV. Transitions among d3123 states. 

Initial nuclear state Final nuclear state Nature of 
(JT,T) (JT,T) transition• (1)' 

17CP' (!+, !) tsAr87 (!+,!) sa 3 
nCl87 (!+,!) tsAr37 (!+,!) a 0 
nC137 (!+,!) tsAr87 (!+,!) a 0 
17Cl"' (!+,!) tsAr87(!+,!) a 0 

toK87 (!+,!) t;Ar87 (! +J) sa 1 
toK37 (!+,!) tsAr87 (!+,!) a 0 
toK87 (!+,!) tsAr"(!+,!) a 0 

,oCa87 (!+,!) toK37 (!+,!) sa 3 
•oCa87 (!+,!) toK87 (!+,!) a 0 
2oCa87 (!+,!) 1oK87 (!+,!) a 0 
2oCa37 (!+J) toK87 (!+J) a 0 

• sa =superallowed; a =allowed. 

general satisfies the relation 

27r3 ln2(1i/m.c)1m.2c3 

(24) 
G.2~ 

In Eq. (24), G. is the vector coupling constanl:- for 
nuclear beta decay,27 

G.""' (1.41±0.01) X 10-49 erg-cm3 , (25) 

and ~ is the usual combination of reduced matrix 
elements that obtain for allowed decays, 

(26) 

The experimental value for CA2/Cr? is28 •29 

(27) 

For allowed electron capture, one can show that 
(neglecting M and higher transitions): 

(28) 

Equation (23) reduces to Eq. (18), for the transition 
from the ground state of CP7 to the ground state of Ar37, 

when one inserts relation (28) in Eq. (23). 
Equations (23)-(27) can be used, in conjunction with 

nuclear-model predictions of ~' to calculate the absorp
tion cross section for a neutrino-induced transition 
whose inverse reaction is not experimentally observed. 
For a transition from the ground state of CW to an 
excited state I' of Ar37, it is convenient to use the 

27 R. K. Bardin, C. A. Barnes, W. A. Fowler, and P. A. Seeger, 
Phys. Rev. 127, 583 (1962). 

28 A. Sosncivskii, P. E. Spivak, Iu. A. Prokof'ev, I. E. Kutikov, 
and Iu. P. Dobrynin, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 35, 1059 (1958) 
[English trans!.: Soviet Phys.-JETP 8, 739 (1959)]. 

29 E. J. Konopinski, to be published as a chapter in Alpha-Beta
and Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy, edited by K. Siegbahn (North
Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1964). 

(u)' (jt)Th (ft)exp 

t 0.61 
4/25x 8.9x 36.8 
3/5x 9.8 

21/25x 7.0 

121/375 1.37±0.02 1.42±0.08 
4/25x 37 ? 

28/125x 26 ? 

t 0.61 ? 
4/25x 37 ? 
3/5x 9.8 ? 

21/25x 7.0 

following relations: 

(29a) 

<To 
=36.8 w.2G(Z,w.). 

<Jr1;2)l' 
(29b) 

In obtaining Eq. (29b), we have made use of the fact 
that for the ground-state transitions discussed in Sec. V 

(30) 

The reduced ft values, which are convenient for charac
terizing superallowed and allowed decays, that were in
troduced in Eq. (29b) are defined by the relations 

where27 

C. Transitions to the J=!+, T=! State 

(31a) 

(31b) 

(31c) 

The transition from the ground state of CP7 to the 
J=!+, T=t excited state of Ar37 is superallowed, since 
the states are members of the same isotopic quartet. 
Hence, for this transition 

(32) 

The results of Freeman et al.30 on o+-+ o+ transitions 
suggest that Eq. (32) should be accurate to better than 
5%; the result given in Eq. (32) is also implied by the 

30 J. M. Freeman, J. H. Montague, D. West, and R. E. White, 
Phys. Letters 3, 136 (1962); J. M. Freeman, J. H. Montague, G. 
Murray, R. E. White, Phys. Letters (to be published). The results 
obtained by these authors yield values for GJ for the AI"* C!34 
V46, and Co54 decays that agree to considerably better tha~ 5% 
with the value of G.' obtained in Ref. 27 for the Qt• decay. 
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conserved vector current (CVC) theory.31 The Gamow
Teller matrix element can be calculated by constructing 
eigenfunctions of total angular momentum and isotopic 
spin from the basic 1d3123 configuration and, in addition, 
assuming perfect overlap between the initial and final 
1da12 single-particle wave functions. In this way, we find 

(u)2=l. (33) 

These results are summarized in row 1 of Table IV. 
Note that in Table IV reduced jt values, defined by 
Eqs. (31), are used. 

D. Transitions to the T=! States 

The matrix elements for transitions to the three T=! 
states of Ar37 can be calculated by constructing eigen
functions in the way discussed in the previous subsec
tion. The imperfect overlap between initial and final 
single particle states can be estimated by comparing 
the theoretical jt value with the measured jt value for 
the Ar37 ---+ Cl37 transition between ground states. Let 
x be the parameter that measures the imperfect overlap 
of the appropriate products of single-particle radial 
wave functions. Then, for the ground-state transition, 

(1)2=0' (34a) 

(o-)2= 4/25X, (34b) 
and 

(jrl/2)Theoretical = 8.9X. (34c) 

Since the experimental value of (frr12) is 37, we conclude 
that x"'4. The reduced matrix elements and jt values 
for the other transitions of interest in Ar37 are given in 
rows 3 and 4 of Table IV, assuming that x is the same 
for all transitions. 

E. B8 Solar Neutrino Cross Sections 

The neutrinos from B8 decay can induce allowed tran
sitions to all four of the Ar37 states discussed in the 
previous subsections. The cross sections for the various 
transitions can be calculated from Eq. (29b) and 
Table IV, once the excitation energies of the various 
states are known; the cross sections that are calculated 
must, of course, be averaged over the B8 neutrino 
spectrum in the manner indicated by Eq. (19). In 
addition, the B8 cross sections must also be averaged 
over the profile of the approximately 2 MeV wide Be8 

state that is predominantly populated in the B8 beta 
decay. This has been done using the experimental pro
file, corrected for beta-decay phase space, obtained by 
Alburger et al.32 The net result is an approximately S% 
decrease in all predicted B8 cross sections compared to 
the values that were computed assuming a sharp state 

31 R. P. Feynman and M. Ge!l-Mann, Phys. Rev. 109, 193 
(1958); S. S. Gershtein and I. B. Zel'dovich, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. 
Fiz. 29, 698 (1955) [English trans!.: Soviet Phys.-JETP 2, 
576 (1956)]. 

32 D. Alburger, P. F. Donovan, and D. H. Williams, Phys. Rev. 
132, 334 (1963). 

FIG. 2. The value 
of u/uo<fnt•h' versus 
excitation energy, 
Eex, in Ar'7• 

80 

0o~-72--~4--~6~~B~~I0--~12 
E0x(MeV) 

at 2.9-MeV excitation in Be8• This correction is some
what uncertain due to our, at present, imperfect under
standing of the high-energy tail in the alpha-particle 
spectrum from Be8* decay and the possibly related 
question of what fraction of B8 decays populate the 
T= 1 analog state at 16.6-MeV excitation in Be8• In 
order to illustrate the dependence of the cross section 
upon the excitation energies of the relevant levels in 
Ar37, we have plotted in Fig. 2 the value of u/uo<frrf2)I' 
versus excitation energy, Eex., in Ar37• Notice that the 
cross sections depend rather sensitively on the assumed 
energies for the various excited states. In what follows, 
we have adopted the values for the energies given in 
Fig. 1. 

The calculated cross sections for transitions to ex
cited states, averaged over the B8 neutrino spectrum 
and over the profile of the 2.9-MeV "state" in Be8, are 
(quantum numbers of the excited states in parentheses): 
a(B8)/u0=0.99X10H (J=!+, T=!), 1.3X10H (J=!+, 
T=!), and 4.1X10H (J=!+, T=!). The ground-state 
cross section, averaged over the neutrino spectrum and 
the profile of the 2.9-MeV state, isa(B 8)/u0=0.39X 10+3• 

Thus, the total absorption cross section for ground
state and excited-state transitions by B8 is 

[a(B8)/uo]totat= (6.8±1.S)X1o+3 • (34) 

Only about 6% of the total predicted cross section is 
due to ground-state transitions. 

F. Estimate of Uncertainties 

The estimate of the uncertainty in [a(B8)]total that is 
given in Eq. (34) was obtained by assuming that the un
certainty in the rate of the superallowed transition dis
cussed in Sec. VI C is about 5% and the uncertainty in 
the rate of both of the excited-state transitions discussed 
in Sec. VI D is about SO%. The small estimated uncer
tainty in the prediction of the superallowed rate is based 
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upon (i) the experimental results of Freeman et al.30 for 
the Fermi matrix elements of o+---+ o+ superallowed tran
sitions; (ii) the fact that the Gamow-Teller contribution 
is expected to be small ("' 7%) ; and (iii) the excellent 
agreement between theory and experiment for the super
allowed decay of K 37 (see next section). The estimated 
uncertainty for the two other excited-state transitions of 
interest is a guess based upon the rough comparisons 
between theory and experiment made in Sec. VII. 
Further experimental work of the kind discussed in 
Sec. VII is necessary before a more accurate estimate 
of the uncertainty in the excited-state rates can be made. 

G. Li4 Cross Sections 

The cross sections for Li4 neutrinos (Q,m•""-'18.8 
MeV) to produce transitions to excited states in Ar37 

can be calculated in the manner discussed previously 
for B 8 neutrinos. The calculated absorption cross sec
tions are (Ar37 excitation energies in parentheses): 

(36.8)u(Li4) 
----=544(1.4 MeV), 522(1.6 MeV), 

<frl/2)l'uo 
and 217(5.15 MeV). 

The total absorption cross section for Li4 neutrinos, 
including both ground and excited-state transitions; is 
u/u0=1.9X10+4. The cross sections given above differ 
somewhat from those used in previous investigations1•6 
of the possible importance of Li4 in solar energy genera
tion. Using the cross sections given above, we find (in 
the notation of Ref. 5) that Fp(He3)<0.2X10-2 and 
CHe•(He3,p)<0.3X1Q-2• 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS FOR 
da12 CONFIGURATIONS 

In order to test the accuracy of the nuclear model 
adopted in Sec. VI, we predict in this section the decay 
rates for some other transition among nuclei described 
by d312 configurations. We also illustrate a method for 
analyzing allowed beta decays that, assuming the eve 
theory and the constancy of the ratio CA./Cv, permits 
one to extract experimental Gamow-Teller matrix ele
ments from jt values for mixed transitions. The ex
perimental energies and lifetimes used in our analysis 
are taken from the compilation of Endt and Van 
der Leun.25 

A. da123 Transitions (A=37) 

The relevant levels in the mass 37 system are shown 
in Fig. 1, where levels that have not yet been identified 
experimentally are marked by adjacent question marks 
and the quantum numbers and energy differences that 
have not yet been measured are enclosed in parenthesis. 
The energy differences between the four members of 
the J = !+, T=! isotopic quartet were calculated by the 
method of de Shalit and Talmi.26 The energies of the 
expected f+ and J+ states in Ar37 and K37 were obtained 

by comparison with the known energies26 of these two 
levels in CJ35 and the approximate location26 of two 
levels in Ar37• 

The K37 ---+ Ar37 positron decay involves primarily 
one superallowed decay (the decay between ground 
states) and two allowed transitions (see Fig. 1). The 
predicted matrix elements and jt values for these transi
tions are given in rows 5, 6, and 7 of Table IV. Note that 
the theoretical reduced jt value for the superallowed 
decay between the ground states is in excellent agree
ment with experiment (the small uncertainty in the 
theoretical prediction is due to the uncertainty in the 
value of CA/Cv). The branching to the two excited 
states is predicted, on the basis of the assumptions out
lined in Sec. VI, to be 0.83% and 0.92%, respectively, 
as shown in Fig. 1. The f values used in these predic
tions are given in Table V; they include nuclear size 
and relativistic effects in the manner described by 
Fano.33 The branching in the K 37 decay has not yet been 
observed experimentally, and, in fact, Endt and Van 
der Leun25 list the decay as going 100% to the ground 
state of Ar37• It would be very useful to measure the 
branching ratios in the K 37 ---+ Ar37 decays to an accuracy 
sufficient to test significantly the above predictions. 

The isotope 2oCa37 is predicted to be particle stable 
by 3 MeV; it has not yet been observed. It would be 
interesting and useful to measure the total lifetime and 
branching ratios in the positron decay of Ca37 since34 : 

(i) no superallowed decay among members of the same 
isotopic quartet (T=!---+ T=!) has yet been observed 
(to the author's knowledge); and (ii) the matrix ele
ments for these decays are identical, except for small 
Coulomb corrections, with the matrix elements occur
ring in the CJ37 ---+ Ar7 transitions. The reduced matrix 
elements and jt values for the predicted Ca37 ---+ K37 

decays are given in rows 8-11 of Table IV; the relevant. 
f values are given in Table V. The predicted branching 

TABLE V. Some calculated fvalues. 

Initial nucleus Final nucleus Wo(MeV) f 
16s•• 17ClB5 0.678 1.37X10-2 
17Cl'' raS33 5.07 2.16X1o+s 
raAr34 17CJ•4 5.34• 2.76X10+• 
18Ar36 17Cl36 5.46 3.09X10+• 
raAr86 r7CJ3' 4.24 8.45X1o+2 
18Ar36 11Cl36 3.70 4.17X10+2 
uK37 rsAr37 5.64 3.58X1o+3 
uK'7 raAr•7 4.22 8.09X10+2 

uK•7 18Ar37 4.03 6.37X1o+2 

2oCa37 11K37 11.13 1.08X10+• 
2oCa'7 19Ka7 9.67 5.35X10+4 
2oCa37 roKa7 9.56 5.05X10+4 
2oCa37 uK'7 6.01 4.86X10+a 
2oCa89 uK39 5.98 4.72XlO+a 

a Reference 35. 

88 U. Fano, Tables for the Analysis of Beta Spectra (Nat!. Bur. 
Std. App!. Math. Ser. 13, 1952). 

34 I am grateful to C. A. Barnes, G. Scharff-Goidhaber, M. 
Goldhaber, and P. A. Seeger for valuable discussions concerning 
Ca•7 and its possible detection. 
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TABLE VI. Some other transitions among a,,. nuclei. 

Initial nuclear state Final nuclear state Nature of 
(Jw,T) (Jw,T) transition• (1)2 

t•S''G+,!) t7Cl35 (!+,!) a 0 
11Cl33 (!+,!) S"(!+,!) sa 1 
tsAr34 (0+,1) I7CJ34(0+,1) sa 2 
tsAr35 (!+,!) t7Cl35 (!+,!) sa 1 
tsAr35 (!+,!) t7Cl35 (!+,!) a 0 
l8Ar''(~+,!) nC135 (~+,!) a 0 
2oCa39(!+,!) 19K'9(!+,!) sa 1 

a a =allowed; sa =superallowed. 

ratios are, in order of increasing excitation energy, 12%, 
23%, 31%, and 34%. The total lifetime of ea37, in
cluding all four branches, is predicted to be 0.13 sec. 

B. Other d3; 2 Transitions 

The nuclear mode described in Sec. VI can be used 
to predict transition probabilities for decays among 
nuclei that do not have A equal to 37 but whose shell
model configurations are d312 or d3; 22• Some predictions 
are shown in Table VI and are compared with experi
ment wherever possible; the relevant f values are given 
in Table V. It would be useful to have more accurate 
data for the decays shown so that more meaningful 
comparisons with theory could be made. The rather 
poor agreement between theory and experiment in the 
mass 33 and 35 decays may reflect the fact that 16 is 
not a magic number; thus, the assumption that the 
relevant states are described by configurations con
structed solely from ds;z single-particle states is prob
ably inaccurate. The disagreement between theory and 
experiment for the superallowed Ar35 branch is, how
ever, surprisingly large; the experimental result implies 
that the Gamow-Teller matrix element for this transi
tion is approximately 0.08 instead of the predicted 
value of 0.32. The discrepancy between theory and ex
periment for the ea39 superallowed decay, about 20%, is 
also somewhat surprising. 

The half-life for Ar34, recently produced by R. Miller 
of the Kellogg Radiation Laboratory, is predicted to be 
1.1 sec if the preliminary value35 (5.34 MeV) for W 0 

is correct. 

C. Extraction of Gamow-Teller Matrix Elements 

Gamow-Teller matrix elements for mixed transitions 
between analog states can be extracted from measured 
ft values by assuming: (i) the validity of the eve 
theory, and (ii) the constancy of the ratio CA/Cv. 
There is now good evidence29 •36 •37 for the validity of 
assumption (i), and assumption (ii) is expected on 
theoretical grounds to be reasonably good for A greater 

as R. Miller (private communication). 
36 Y. K. Lee, L. W. Mo, and C. S. Wu, Phys. Rev. Letters 10, 

253 (1963). 
37 M. E. Nordberg, F. B. Morinigo, and C. A. Barnes, Phys. Rev. 

125, 321 (1962). 

(o-)" (jt)Th (ft)exp (o-)exp2 

4/25x 37 33 0.043 
3 1.08±0.02 1.76±0.10 0.10±0.05 5 
0 1.00 ? 

121/375 1.37±0.02 1.79±0.06 0.08±0.03 
4/25x 37 10_,+6 0.14±0.05 

28/125x 26 12_,+12 0.12±0.06 
! 1.08±0.02 1.34±0.04 0.35±0.03 

than 10 or 15.16 Since the Fermi matrix elements for 
transitions between analog states are given, according 
to eve theory, by isotopic-spin coefficients, we can 
extract experimental values of (a-)2 from the following 
relation: 

(3Sa) 

( 6.2Xl0+3 sec )/ 
~ (1)2cvo 1.41. 

(Jt)exp 
(35b) 

Some experimental values of (a-)2 that were obtained 
with the help of Eq. (35b) are shown in the last column 
of Table VI. Note that the accurately measured (a')Zexp 
for the S35 decay is in good agreement with the theo
retical prediction; the values of (a?exp for the Ar35 

excited-state decays are much less well known and 
appear to differ significantly from the predicted values. 
It would be useful to obtain more accurate experimental 
data for the Ar35 decays. 

VIII. SUMMARY 

The total predicted number of neutrino captures is 

'2:-cp!J= (3.6±2) X 1035 per Cl37 atom per sec; (36) 

about 10% of the predicted number of absorptions is 
due to Be7 neutrinos and about 90% is due to B8' 

neutrinos. Uncertainties in the theoretical neutrino ab
sorption cross sections can be reduced, and the inter
pretation of Davis's proposed solar neutrino experiment 
simplified, by performing accurately some of the beta
decay experiments discussed in Sec. VII. 
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APPENDIX 

Davis3 has shown that the neutral particle ii{j that 
appears in negatron emission is different from the 
neutral particle Vfj that appears in positron emission. 
This difference was established, using antineutrinos 
from a reactor, by demonstrating that the cross section 
for Cl37 (ii{j,e-)Ar37 was much less than would be ex
pected, on the basis of the measured Ar37 electron
capture lifetime, if ii{j were equal to Vfl. 

Previous estimates of the expected cross sections for 
CJ37 (ii{l,e-)Ar37 have not included the possibility of 
excited-state transitions; such transitions may be in
cluded using formulas (29) and Table IV of the present 
work. For use in this connection, we present in Table 

TABLE VII. Values of w,2G(18,w,). 

Q,(MeV)• w,2G(18,w,) Q,(MeV)• w.'G(18,w,) 

0.814 0.0 3.000 52.8 
0.850 1.4 4.000 99.2 
0.875 1.7 5.000 160 
0.900 1.9 6.000 235 
0.950 2.4 7.000 324 
1.000 2.9 8.000 426 
1.500 10.3 10.000 675 
2.000 20.7 12.000 1004 
2.500 35.8 14.000 1539 

• O,(MeV) =0.303 +W,(MeV). 

VII values of wlG(1B,w.) for neutrino energies that are 
relevant to Davis's reactor experiment. 
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In view of the current experimental interest in the three-pion modes of K and '1 decays, a phenomenological 
model of aor-1r resonance in I =O,proposed several years ago by one of us, is re-examined in the context of the 
present experimental data. It is found that the model satisfactorily explains all the available features of 
rand r' decays if the resonance occurs at an energy around 400 MeV with a width 85-90 MeV. The cor
responding parameters with a somewhat smaller width (~75-80 MeV) also give satisfactory agreement 
with the experimental results for '1 decay. This model corresponds to a repulsive I =0 1r-1r interaction at low 
energies and is therefore not in disagreement with the earlier dispersion theoretical predictions for r decay, 
using final-state interactions. It also has a strong resemblance to the u model of Brown and Singer. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

T HE old problem ofT decay has acquired renewed 
interest in recent times through the observation 

of '1]-decay events and their great similarity with the 
former. The current theoretical picture has been aptly 
summarized by Kaeser/ namely, there are two broad 
alternatives (i) the pion-pole modeP in which the 
momentum dependence of the weak-interaction struc
ture makes itself felt through derivative couplings (for 
p-wave resonances) and (ii) the final-state interaction 
(fsi) model in which the weak interaction has no 
structure (i.e., has no momentum dependence). The fsi 
model got into disrepute after the dispersion theoretic 
calculations of Khuri and Treiman3 showed that the 
calculated energy spectrum of the unlike pion was 
incompatible with the requirement of a stronger I= 0 
1r-1r force than I= 2, as believed from other evidence 
(e.g., low-energy 7r-N scattering). However, the fsi 

1 C. Kaeser, Phys. Rev. 130, 355 (1963). 
2 M. A. Baqi Beg and P. de Celles, Phys. Rev. Letters 8, 46 

(1962). See also G. Barton and S. P. Rosen, Phys. Rev. Letters 
8, 414 (1962); Riazuddin and Fayyazuddin, ibid. 7, 464 (1961). 

aN. Khuri and S. Treiman, Phys. Rev. 119, 1115 (1960). Also, 
R. Sawyer and K. C. Wall, ibid. 119, 1429 (1960). 

model seems to have recovered quite a bit of lost ground 
through the suggestion of a J =I= 0 1r-1r resonance 
(called CT) by Brown and Singer4 who have shown that 
such a "particle" can satisfactorily explain the energy 
spectrum in the T and '11 events. The recent experimental 
verification by Crawford et al. 5 of the 1r0 spectrum in 
rJ --711'++11'-+11'0 in terms of the Brown-Singer hypoth
esis provides quite impressive support in its favor, 
though, of course, it does not confirm the existence of CT. 

As the fsi model is now doing rather well (at least 
for the time being), we would like to draw attention to a 
phenomenological model proposed in connection with 
T decay by one of us (ANM) several years ago6 when 
the data were rather poor. Subsequently, a refined 
version of this modeF which we shall refer to in this 
note as "resonance model," was reported by the same 
author (ANM) 8 to produce a qualitatively correct 

4 L. Brown and P. Singer, Phys. Rev. Letters 8, 460 (1962). 
6 F. S. Crawford, Jr., R. S. Grossman, L. J. Lloyd, L. R. Price, 

and E. C. Fowler, Phys. Rev. Letters 11, 564 (1963). 
• A. N. Mitra, Nucl. Phys. 6, 404 (1958); referred to as A. 
7 A. N. Mitra, Nucl. Phys. 18, 502 (1960); referred to as B. 
8 A. N. Mitra, in Proceedings of the 1960 International Conference 

on High-Energy Physics at Rochester (Interscience Publishers, 
Inc., New York, 1960). 


